Teacher's Guide to Plagiarism
WWW Resources for Faculty

Websites

- **Plagiarism**
  
  
  A very thorough and up-to-date site with links to other sites in the following categories: Articles; Copyright & Intellectual Freedom; For Instructors; For Students; Plagiarism Case Studies; Plagiarism Detection Tools; Term Paper Sites - Examples; Additional Plagiarism Resources; and Additional Ethics Resources.

- **Electronic Plagiarism Seminar**
  
  [http://www.lemoyne.edu/library/plagiarism](http://www.lemoyne.edu/library/plagiarism)
  
  An inclusive site including information on preventing plagiarism, detecting plagiarism, guides for educators and students, paper sites, and an extensive bibliography.

- **Plagiarism and cyber-plagiarism: A guide to selected resources on the Web**
  
  
  A comprehensive site including plagiarism awareness, academic integrity and honor codes, plagiarism prevention and detection resources, paper mills and plagiarism promotion sites.

Articles from Library's Electronic Databases

Kate Cummings, "Pushing Against Plagiarism through Creative Assignments," Library Media Connection, March 2003, p22


Denise Hamilton, "Plagiarism," Searcher, April 2003, p26


Abigail Lipson & Sheila M. Reindl, "The Responsible Plagiarist: understanding students who misuse sources," About Campus, July/August 2003 p7-14


Available Electronically
eBook From netLibrary/BHC


From Library Catalog link, select netLibrary ([http://www.netlibrary.com](http://www.netlibrary.com)) and enter "student cheating" in title box – should retrieve above volume which you can browse online for 15 minutes or check out to your netLibrary account for 3 days.

**Note:** First-time BHC users of netLibrary need to create an account from a computer on campus in order to "check-out" books through this service. Once your account is created, you may access netLibrary from off-campus.